Language and Academic Requirements
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Check UCAM language and academic requirements
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LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS

For many students that come from non-English speaking countries for English taught program, the issue of English language certification is essential. As part of the entry requirements for official English taught courses, Spanish Ministry of Education expected certifiable verification of English proficiency according to the Common European framework of Reference for languages (CEFR).

UCAM accepts:

Established International certificates for the 4 skill sets (oral, written, reading, listening) such as

- IELTS 5.5
- TOEFL IBT 60
- TOEFL 500

For a more detailed list, please refer this document.

Special cases:

- Students who have studied their degrees through English
- Students who have studied their high schooling in US or UK or IB programs taught in English
- 30 University ECTS of English taught programs

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS

Bachelor's Degree for Dentistry and Pharmacy

Physics, Biology, Chemistry

- Grades should be around 80%
- Over-all high school average must be more than 75%
- IETLS 5.5 or English B2 level

Other programs

- IETLS 5.5 or English B2 level
- Over-all high school average should be around 65%